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Abstract
The definition of morphological operators for colour images

needs a total ordering between the colour points. A colour can be

represented according to different algebraic structures, in par-

ticular in this paper we focus on real quaternions. The paper

presents two main contributions. On the one hand, we have stud-

ied different alternatives to introduce the scalar part to obtain

full colour quaternions. On the other hand, several total lexi-

cographic orderings for quaternions according to their different

decompositions have been defined. These quaternionic orderings

have been characterised in order to identify the most useful to de-

fine morphological operators for colour images. The theoretical

results are illustrated with examples of processed images.

Introduction
Let ci = (ri,gi,bi) be the triplet of the red, green and blue

intensities for the pixel i of a digital colour image. The defini-

tion of morphological operators for colour images needs a total

ordering ≤Ω between the colour points, i.e., for any pair of un-

equal points ci and c j it should be possible to verify if ci ≤Ω c j

or if ci ≥Ω c j, in order to be able to compute the erosion (as

the infimum) and the dilation (as the supremum) of any subset

of RGB colour set T rgb; or in other words, (T rgb,≤Ω) must

be a complete lattice. In the literature, many techniques have

been proposed on the extension of mathematical morphology to

colour images. An exhaustive state-of-the-art has been reported

in recent papers [3] [4].

The point ci can be represented according to different al-

gebraic structures, in particular in this paper we focus on real

quaternions [10]. We explore here the way to build colour quater-

nions from a RGB triplet and the different alternatives to define

total orderings based on the specific properties of two quaternion

representations (polar form and parallel/perpendicular decompo-

sition), characterising and identifying the most useful to define

nonlinear morphological operators. The theoretical results are

illustrated with examples of processed images.

Quaternion-based colour operations, such as colour Fourier

transform, colour convolution and linear filters, have been stud-

ied mainly by [7, 12, 8] and by [6, 5].

From RGB colours to colour quaternions:
The choice of the scalar part
Quaternions and product of quaternions

A quaternion q ∈ H may be represented in hypercomplex

form as

q = a+bi+c j +dk, (1)

where a, b, c and d are real. A quaternion has a real part or scalar

part, S(q) = a, and an imaginary part or vector part, V (q) =
bi + c j +dk, such that the whole quaternion may be represented

by the sum of its scalar and vector parts as q = S(q)+V (q). A

quaternion with a zero real/scalar part is called a pure quaternion.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. RGB colour spaces: (a) Unitary cube C, (b) Centered cube,

representing the nine dominant colours.

Bianca Carmen Sweets

Figure 2. Original colour images, f(x), used in the paper.

The addition of two quaternions, q,q′
∈ H, is defined as

follows q+q′ = (a+a′)+(b+b′)i+(c+c′) j +(d +d′) j. The

addition is commutative and associative.

The quaternion result of the product of two quaternions is

defined as

q′′ = qq′ = (aa′−bb′−cc′−dd′)+(ab′ +ba′ +cd′−dc′)i+
(ac′ +ca′ +db′−bd′) j +(ad′ +a′d +bc′−cb′)k

(2)

which can be also written in terms of dot and cross product of

vectors:q′′ = qq′ = S(q′′) +V (q′′), with S(q′′) = S(q)S(q′)−
V (q) · V (q′), and V (q′′) = S(q)V (q′) + S(q′)V (q) + V (q) ×
V (q′), where · and × represent the dot product vector and the

cross product vector respectively. The multiplication of quater-

nions is not commutative, i.e., qq′
6= q′q; but it is associative.

Colour quaternions
According to the previous works on the representation

of colour by quaternions, we consider the gray-centered RGB

colour-space [7]. In this space, the unit RGB cube is trans-

lated so that the coordinate origin Ô(0,0,0) represents mid-gray

(middle point of the gray axis or half-way between black and

white), see Fig 1(b). Then, a colour can be represented by

a pure quaternion: ci = (r,g,b) ⇒ qi = ir̂ + jĝ + kb̂, where

ĉ = (r̂, ĝ, b̂) = (r−1/2,g−1/2,b−1/2).
It should be remarked that in this centered RGB color space

the black colour quaternion and the white colour quaternion play
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Figure 3. Variation of different scalar parts ψ(ci,c0) in the plane (r,g),

b = 0.5, of the RGB cube, where the reference colour is c0 = (0.75,0.25,0.50).

a symmetrical role in terms of distance to the center and the same

is true for any pair of complementary colours.

In order to better exploit the power of quaternion algebra,

we propose here to introduce a scalar part for each colour quater-

nion, i.e.,

ci = (r,g,b) ⇒ qi = ψ(ci,c0)+ ir̂ + jĝ+kb̂. (3)

The scalar component, ψ(ci,c0), is a real value obtained from

the colour point i and a colour of reference c0 = (r0,g0,b0). The

reference c0 can be for instance the white point (1,1,1), but also

any other colour which should impose a particular effect of the

associated operator.

We have considered three possible definitions for the scalar

part. In order to understand the different alternatives we give in

Fig. 3 the values in the plane (r,g), b = 0.5, for several examples.

1) Saturation:

ψ(ci,c0)sat = si =






3
2 (maxi −mi) if mi ≥ medi

3
2 (mi −mini) if mi ≤ medi,

(4)

where mi = (ri + gi + bi)/3, maxi = max(ri,gi,bi), mini =
min(ri,gi,bi) and medi is the median value of the triplet

(ri,gi,bi). In fact, si is the saturation of the lumi-

nance/saturation/hue representation in norm L1 [2], obtained as

the modulus of the projected colour vector on the chromatic

plane (i.e., the plane orthogonal to the grey axis in the origin),

see the example in Fig. 3. Obviously, the value of saturation for

ci does not depend on the reference colour c0.

The saturation is the chromatic variety of a colour (i.e.,

the degree of dilution, inverse to the quantity of “white” of the

colour) and it can not be obtained as a simple linear combination

of RGB values in contrast to the luminance (which is typically

the norm of the vector (ri,gi,bi)). This is the rationale behind

the appropriateness of ψ(ci,c0)sat as scalar value for the colour

quaternion.

2) Mass with respect to c0:

ψ(ci,c0)mass
λ = exp

(
−wE‖ci −c0‖−w∠ arccos

(
ci · c0

‖ci‖‖c0‖

))
,

(5)

where wE = (1/
√

2)λ and w∠ = (2π)−1(1−λ ). It is a decreas-

ing function of a linear barycentric combination of two colour

distances between ci and the reference colour c0. The value of

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 allows to weigh up the influence of the Euclidean dis-

tance (i.e., RGB uniform distance) between both colours with

respect to the angle distance (i.e., chromatic distance equivalent

to a hue distance). Fig. 3 provides two examples for λ = 1 and

λ = 0.5; this last well-balanced choice is adopted in subsequent

examples in order to integrate both kinds of colour distances.

Consequently, the value of the scalar component

ψ(ci,c0)mass
λ is maximal for ci = c0 and decreases when

the colour ci gets away from the reference c0. In any case,

the values are always positive and can be normalised in order

to have the same dynamics as the colour quaternion complex

components.

3) Potential with respect to c0 and the nine significant

colour points in the RGB unit cube:

ψ(ci,c0)pot = φ+
E +φ−

E =
κ+

4πε0‖ci −c0‖
+

4

∑
n=−4, n6=i

κ−

4πε0‖ci −cn
‖
,

(6)

where the positive potential φ+
E represents the influence of a pos-

itive charge placed at the position of the reference colour c0 and

the negative term φ+
E corresponds to the potential associated to

nine negative charges in the significant colours of the RGB cube:

i) the three main achromatic points which are the extremes of the

main diagonal of the cube (black c−1 = (0,0,0) and white c1 =
(1,1,1)), grey axis or luminance axis, and the mid-gray or center

of the diagonal (c0 = (1/2,1/2,1/2)), which is also the center of

the cube; ii) the three chromatic primaries, i.e., red c2 = (1,0,0),
green c3 = (0,1,0) and blue c4 = (0,0,1); and iii) the three chro-

matic complementary primaries, i.e., cyan c−2 = (0,1,1), ma-

genta c−3 = (1,0,1) and yellow c−4 = (1,1,0). Note that for

each primary point j (2 ≤ j ≤ 4) the corresponding complemen-

tary, or anti-primary − j, is the opposite point in the cube.

This function ψ(ci,c0)pot balances the influence of the ref-

erence point with respect to the significant points of the RGB unit

cube C, see Fig. 1.

Typically, to equilibrate both kinds of charges, it is taken

κ+ = 9Q and κ− = −Q, and in order to make easier the compu-

tation we fix Q = µ/(4πε0). The value of constant µ allows to

control the dynamics of this scalar part with respect to the other

quaternion components.

Quaternion colour representations and as-
sociated total orderings
Two interesting quaternion representations

1) Quaternion colour polar form: Any quater-

nion may be represented in polar form as q = ρeξ θ ,

with ρ =
√

a2 +b2 +c2 +d2, ξ = bi+c j+dk
√

b2+c2+d2
and θ =

arctan
(√

b2+c2+d2

a

)
.

In this polar formulation, ρ = |q| is the modulus of

q; ξ is the pure unitary quaternion associated to q (by the

normalisation, the quaternion representation of a colour discards

distance information, but retains orientation information relative

to mid-gray, which correspond in fact to the chromatic or

hue-related information.), sometimes called eigenaxis; and θ is

the angle, sometimes called eigenangle, between the real part

and the 3D imaginary part.
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Figure 4. Variation of modulus ρi and eigenangle θi of colour quaternions

qi according to the different scalar parts in the plane (r,g), b = 0.5, of the

RGB cube, where the reference colour is c0 = (0.75,0.25,0.50).

The eigenaxis of a colour quaternion, ξi, is independent of

its scalar part. The imaginary term b2 + c2 +d2 = (ri −1/2)2 +
(gi −1/2)2 +(bi −1/2)2 is the norm of the colour vector in the

centered cube and can be considered as a perceived energy of

the colour (i.e., relative energy with respect to the mid-gray), be-

ing maximal for the eight significant colours associated to the

cube corners. Note that the black and white have the same

value as the six chromatic colours. The modulus ρi is an ad-

ditive combination of the imaginary part and the scalar part. In

Fig. 4 are shown the values of ρi according to the chosen scalar

part. In the same figure are also given the corresponding val-

ues for the eigenangle θi. The function arctan (four-quadrant in-

verse tangent) is defined in the interval [−π/2,π/2]. If ψ(ci,c0)
is positive (it is always the case for saturation and mass with

respect to c0), the value of θi is ≥ 0 and it increases when

the ratio
√

(ri −1/2)2 +(gi −1/2)2 +(bi −1/2)2/ψ(ci,c0) in-

creases. The value of ψ(ci,c0) can be negative for the potential

scalar part and in this case θi is negative and decreasing with re-

spect to the absolute value of the ratio. Consequently, even if

θi gives an angular value, we can consider the eigenangle as a

totally ordered function.

2) Quaternion parallel/perpendicular decomposi-

tion [7]: Using the product of quaternions, it is possible to

describe vector decompositions. A full quaternion q may be

decomposed about a pure unit quaternion pu:

q = q⊥ +q
‖
,

the parallel part of q according to pu, also called the projection

part, is given by q
‖

= S(q)+V
‖
(q), and the perpendicular part,

also named the rejection part, is obtained as q⊥ = V⊥(q) where

V
‖
(q) =

1

2
(V (q)−puV (q)pu)

and

V⊥(q) =
1

2
(V (q)+puV (q)pu).

In Fig. 5 is depicted an example illustrating this ‖/⊥ decomposi-

tion. We should remind that the product of quaternions is com-

puted according to the Rel.( 2).

In the case of colour quaternions, pu corresponds to the pure

unit quaternion associated to the reference colour c0, which is de-

noted qu
0. Fig. 6 gives the variation of the module of the parallel

quaternion, |q
‖ i|, and the module of the perpendicular quater-

nion, |q⊥ i|, according to two examples of reference quaternion

qu
0. It should be remarked that the rejection part is a pure quater-

nion and that the value is independent of the scalar part of q,

but, of course, it depends on the reference colour used for the

decomposition.

Total orderings for colour quaternions
Using these representations, two main families of

lexicographical-based partial ordering between colour quater-

nions can be defined.

1) Polar-based orderings: To order according to a priority

in the choice of the polar parameters of the quaternion. The

ordering, ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

, imposes the priority to the modulus, i.e.,

qi ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

q j ⇔






ρi < ρ j or

ρi = ρ j and θi < θ j or

ρi = ρ j and θi = θ j and ‖ξi −ξ0‖ ≥ ‖ξ j −ξ0‖

In this ordering, for two colour quaternions having the same

module is bigger the quaternion with bigger eigenangle or if

equals, with lower chromatic distance to the reference colour.

Two other orderings can be defined, giving respectively the

priority to the value of the eigenangle or to the distance between

the eigenaxis and qu
0 = ξ0, i.e.,

qi ≤
Ω

qu
0

2

q j ⇔






θi < θ j or

θi = θ j and ρi < ρ j or

θi = θ j and ρi = ρ j and ‖ξi −ξ0‖ ≥ ‖ξ j −ξ0‖

and

qi ≤
Ω

qu
0

3

q j ⇔






‖ξi −ξ0‖ > ‖ξ j −ξ0‖ or

‖ξi −ξ0‖ = ‖ξ j −ξ0‖ and ρi < ρ j or

‖ξi −ξ0‖ = ‖ξ j −ξ0‖ and ρi = ρ j and θi ≤ θ j

2) Parallel/perpendicular ordering: The order ≤
Ω

qu
0

4

is

achieved by considering that a quaternion is bigger than another

with respect to qu
0 if the modulus of the parallel part is bigger or

if the length of parallel parts are equal and the modulus of the

perpendicular part is smaller, i.e.,

qi ≤
Ω

qu
0

4

q j ⇔

{
|q

‖ i| < |q
‖ j | or

|q
‖ i| = |q

‖ j | and |q⊥ i| ≥ |q⊥ i|

However these ones are only partial orderings or pre-

orderings, i.e., two distinct colour quaternions can verifies the

equality of the ordering. In order to have total orderings we pro-

pose to complete the proposed cascades with a lexicographical

cascade of green, then red and finally blue as previously intro-

duced for distance-based orderings [3].
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Figure 5. Decomposition of quaternion u into its projection and rejection

parts according to the unitary quaternion associated to quaternion v.

Comparison with classical color total orderings
The presented lexicographical four orderings are conceptu-

ally different from the previous colour total orderings proposed

in the literature. However, a comparison with previous works

allows to identify some common characteristics.

In [1], an ordering based in given the priority to a linear

combination of the luminance and the saturation was used to

build colour levellings. At a first look, this seems similar to the

ordering ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

, using as scalar part the saturation. However, as

pointed above, in this particular case the module is a combination

of the saturation and a RGB energy associated to the distance

from the mid-gray and not directly to an intensity of energy in

the sense of the luminance.

In previous works many attention has been paid to define

total orderings adapted to the hue, considered as an angular com-

ponent defined in the unit cercle [11]. We remark again that the

angular component θ can be considered as an ordered function

without the need to define an origin of angles. This last is re-

quired for defining a total ordering in the hue component.

The ordering ≤
Ω

qu
0

3

, based on given the priority to the chro-

matic distance between each colour and the colour of reference,

is fundamentally a distance-based ordering which corresponds

to the framework studied previously in [3]. To this kind of or-

dering no major interest is found to consider the colour as a full

quaternion. This is just the reason why this ordering has not been

evaluated in the empirical part of this study. This type of order-

ing is very useful for colour filtering and the reader interested in

more details can consult the paper [3].

Finally, orderings based on projecting the colour along a

reference colour, and in particular the projection with respect to

the gray axis, was studied in [9] to construct colour levellings.

The projection principle is quite similar to the ordering ≤
Ω

qu
0

4

,

but note that here we are decomposing full quaternions with a

scalar part.
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Figure 6. Variation of moduli of the parallel part q‖ i and perpendicular part

q⊥ i of colour quaternions qi according to the different scalar parts in the

plane (r,g), b = 0.5, of the RGB cube. The values for two reference colours

are compared.
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Figure 7. Comparative of colour erosions εΩ,nB(f)(x) (the structuring el-

ement B is a disk and the size is n = 7) on image “Bianca” using different

quaternionic orderings and with different scalar parts.

Quaternion colour mathematical morphol-
ogy
Quaternion colour erosion/dilation, open-
ing/closing, gradient

Once a total ordering Ω has been established, the morpho-

logical colour operators are defined in the standard way.

The colour erosion of an image f ∈ F (E,T rgb) at pixel

x ∈ E by the structuring element B ⊂ E of size n is given by

εΩ,nB(f)(x) = {f(y) : f(y) = ∧Ω[f(z)],z ∈ n(Bx)}, (7)

where infΩ is the infimum according to the total ordering Ω. The

corresponding colour dilation δΩ,nB is obtained by replacing the

infΩ by the supΩ, i.e.,

δΩ,nB(f)(x) = {f(y) : f(y) = ∨Ω[f(z)],z ∈ n(Bx)}. (8)

The other morphological operators, such as open-

ing/closing, are built from the erosion and dilation. A colour

opening is an erosion followed by a dilation, i.e.,

γΩ,nB(f) = δΩ,nB(εΩ,nB(f)), (9)

and a colour closing is a dilation followed by an erosion, i.e.,

ϕΩ,nB(f) = εΩ,nB(δΩ,nB(f)). (10)

Moreover, using a colour distance to calculate the

image difference d, d ∈ F (E,T ) (a scalar function),

given by the distance point-by-point of two colour im-

ages d(x) = ||f(x) − g(x)||. If we consider typically the

Euclidean distance in RGB, we have ||f(x) − g(x)||E =√
( fR(x)−gR(x))2 +( fG(x)−gG(x))2 +( fB(x)−gB(x))2. We

can easily define now the morphological colour gradient, i.e.,

ρΩ(f)(x) = ||δΩ,B(f)(x)− εΩ,B(f)(x)||. (11)

c0 = (1,1,1), ψ(ci,c0)sat , ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

εΩ,nB(f)(x) δΩ,nB(f)(x) ρΩ,nB(f)(x) = ρ1(x)

c0 = (0.40,0.69,0.86), ψ(ci,c0)mass, ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

εΩ,nB(f)(x) δΩ,nB(f)(x) ρΩ,nB(f)(x) = ρ2(x)

ρ1(x)−ρ2(x)

Figure 8. Comparative of two colour morphological gradients on image

“Carmen”: considering the same ordering ≤

Ω
qu

0
1

, and changing the scalar

component, with the saturation and the mass (using as reference c0 the

blue colour of the skirt). First column corresponds to the isotropic erosion

of size n = 3, second column is the associated dilation and last column is

the gradient by pointwise RGB Euclidean distance between the erosion and

the dilation. The last image gives the difference between both gradients (in

white, pixels where ρ1(x) is bigger than ρ2(x) and in black, the dual case.)

A few examples of colour filtering

In Fig. 7 is given a comparative of erosions using different

quaternionic orderings and with different scalar parts. In prac-

tice, the colour erosion shrinks the structures which have a colour

close to the upper bound (“greatest colour” in the colour lattice

defined by the ordering Ω) and far from the lower bound (“small-

est colour”); “peaks of colour” thinner than the structuring ele-

ment disappear by taking the colour of neighboring structures

with a colour away from the upper bound. As well, it expands

the structures which have a colour far from the upper bound. Di-

lation produces the dual effects, enlarging the regions having a

colour close to the upper bound and contracting the others.

As we can observe in the examples, the effect of the various

orderings are very different. For instance, ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

, with saturation

as scalar part, enlarges regions of chromatic colours and reduces

the zones of “undefined” colours (i.e., situated in the intermediate

parts of the RGB cube). The other results can be interpreted with

the help of the values of quaternion parameters given in Fig. 4

and Fig. 6.

We can remark also the influence of the choice of reference

colour when, for instance, the mass is taken as scalar part. In

the comparative of colour gradients of Fig. 8, by choosing as

reference the colour of the skirt we are sure that the associate

morphological gradient to the ordering ≤
Ω

qu
0

1

, ψ(ci,c0)mass, will

catch the contours of the image, attributing more importance to

the transitions between regions close/far to the colour reference.

The last example, given in Fig. 9, deals with a compari-

son of colour openings. More precisely, the opening removes

colour peaks that are thinner than the structuring element, having
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c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1)
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Ω
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0
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c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1)
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qu
0
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Ω
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0
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c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1) c0 = (1,1,1)
ψ(ci,c0)pot , ≤

Ω
qu

0
1

ψ(ci,c0)pot , ≤
Ω

qu
0

2

ψ(ci,c0)pot , ≤
Ω

qu
0

4

Figure 9. Comparative of colour openings γΩ,nB(f)(x) (the structuring el-

ement B is a disk and the size is n = 7) on image “Sweets” using different

quaternionic orderings and with different scalar parts.

a colour close to the upper bound (or far from the lower bound);

the closing remove colour peaks that are thinner than the structur-

ing element, having a colour far from the upper bound (or close

to the upper bound). From this example, using the same refer-

ence (white colour), it is possible to identify the orderings which

yield the best visual object regularisation and the type of struc-

tures which are filtered.

Conclusions and perspectives
This paper presents two main contributions. On the one

hand, we have studied different alternatives to introduce the

scalar part in order to obtain full colour quaternions. On the

other hand, several total lexicographic orderings for quaternions

according to their different decompositions have been defined.

The geometric and algebraic properties of quaternionic repre-

sentations involve a rich structure to deals with ordering-based

colour operations and yields a powerful framework to generalise

the definition of mathematical morphology for colour images.

However, deeper studies are needed to better understand the in-

fluence of the different scalar parts in the decomposition ‖ /⊥ as

well as to compare RGB centered colour quaternions with other

kinds of RGB quaternion representations.

We have illustrated with a few examples the effects of the

associated basic morphological operators to process colour im-

ages. More exhaustive empirical tests are needed to qualitatively

and quantitatively compare the performances of the proposed or-

derings. Typically, we should evaluate the effect of quaternionic

orderings to build colour connected operators (e.g., geodesic re-

construction, levellings, etc.).

In addition, we believe that other quaternion-based colour

operations (colour Fourier Transform, colour convolution, etc.),

previously defined for pure colour quaternions, could be now

studied for the full colour quaternions here proposed.
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